Reviewer’s name

Peer Editing Feedback Form (CLASSIFICATION/DIVISION)
INTRODUCTION
Does the intro begin with a hook of some kind? Is it effective? If not, how can it be improved?

Is there a clear Classification/Division thesis statement in the introduction?
What is it?
Is it a simple thesis (one-part)?
If it’s a multi-part thesis, how many parts does it have?
Is it clearly worded?
Can you suggest any improvements to it?

Are there any other lines in the intro that also sound like possible thesis statements? If so, which are they
so the writer can remove them?

Does the writer avoid ‘announcing’? This means he/she does not say anything like, “This essay will be
about…” or “I am going to write a narrative essay about….”

BODY PARAGRAPHS
If a 2- or 3-part thesis was used, is there a body paragraph that directly supports and explains each one (and
does nothing else but that)? If no, which ones need to be revised/re-focused?

If the body paragraphs do match the 2/3-part thesis, do they come in the same order as the parts of the
thesis?
If a simple thesis was used, do the body paragraphs each clearly support and stay focused on it? If not,
which do not?

CONCLUSION
Does the conclusion restate the thesis but avoid doing so with the same words used in the introduction?

Does the conclusion use some sort of conclusion strategy you can identify?
Does the writer avoid lines like, “And that’s my essay,” or “I hope you enjoyed my story”?
OVERALL
Are the categories arranged in an effective order? Can you improve it?
Are the categories clearly described? Do they fit properly under the Principle of Classification? Are they all
at the same level? (For example, under the category of TV Shows, Sci Fi isn't at the same level as
Children's.)
What are the main strengths of this essay?

If this essay were yours, what improvement would you try to make?

